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Short e
Real Sentences

1.  Jess led the men to the set.

2.  We met and wed in the dell.

3.  Ken met Len and did beg for a keg.

4.  Tell Kev to get the bed in the den.

5.  The mess will be less if I get a vet.

6.  Tell the men that you fed Ned.

7.  Get a pen, and yell for the bell.

8.  The pet fell in the wet well.

9.  I sell eggs and hens on the Web.

10.  She bet ten red pegs and a net.

11.  The men on the jet were fed well.

12.  Ned and Red led the vet.
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Short e
Real Word Story

Ken and Jess were wed at the dell.  They fed
on eggs from a wet hen.  They met on a jet
with ten men.  Ken fell for Jess; Jess fell for
Ken.  Yet at times they would yell and tell
each other not to make a mess in the den.
Each had a yen to bet and to sell red kegs on
the Net.  
Of course there is an ebb to things.  Ken had
pep at times, and Jess did not.  Then Jess
would have pep, and Ken would be in bed.  I
think this was a hex for them.  Things did not
look well for Ken and Jess.  We must get up at
the same time they would say.  Let us get a
pen and tell Deb that we need our pet back to
help us get pep and to get up.  
Well, Deb did not have their pet.  And Ken
and Jess did beg for their pet.  Who had the
pet?  Ken and Jess began to yell like two bells
in a well.  Who lost our pet, Beb?  So they
went to see if Mel had Beb.  Mell fell on his
leg and was not well.  So Mel did not have
Beb, but he said to set out for the fen just past
the dell, and they might find Beb. Off they
went past the dell on the road that led to the
fen.  Beb’s leg was caught in a peg.
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